Rick Urban Woodturner
Changing the way you think about wood... one piece at a time.

Platter Chatter. Getting from "Ho hum" to "Oh wow!"
Real Time Demonstration – Overview
Primary Audience: Beginner to Intermediate and Advanced
Time: 1.5 to 2 hours
Prerequisites: None.
Sometimes two designs or forms can
be ever so similar in their
fundamentals but have dramatically
different aesthetic impact. Why?
Why does one form instantaneously
make you look more closely while
another almost escapes notice? This
demo strives to find answers to some
of those kind of questions. Often it is
only nuance that sets two works apart.
A poor form remains a poor form no
matter how perfectly it is crafted. At
the heart of this demo is an amalgam
of concepts, principles, and insights
collected over time; from a demo by
Ray Key in 2006 to classes with
Jacques Vesery and J. Paul Fennell in
2019, and from myriad encounters with fellow woodturners and artists in between.
This demo uses what I call enhanced fundamentals to provide building blocks for the new turner
and opportunities for insights for more experienced turners; all with the aim of helping them take
their work to the next level. As we go through the process of turning a small platter we tke time to
see small nuances that can make big differences. It is oriented toward decorative platters with the
aims of observing the characteristics that lead to more successful forms, recognizing design features
that add artistic value, and understanding how to apply embellishments to enhance the completed
work.
Texturing and other surface embellishments are sometimes seen as an end in thenselves. I take the
view that embellishments play a supporting role and must complement, enhance, or integrate the
other design elements of the basic form at the core of the work. The emphasis is on the size,
placement, and proportions of textural features to use light and shadow for emphasis, framing
features to make them stand out, and adding distinct transitions to remove ambiguity. Time
permitting, I will show some textural techniques that can fulfill that role.
We also often learn as much or more from what
doesn't work than from what works perfectly, so less
than perfect work is used to illustrate points which
may not have been obvious at the time the work was
done. Here's an abreviated outline.
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For more information visit my website
http://RickUrbanWoodturner.com/
or contact me.
RickUrbanWoodturner@gmail.com
Rick@RickUrbanWoodturner.com
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Fundamentals.
Blank Selection. Grain, figure, orientation, and hazards.
Mounting Options. Between centers, between chuck jaws and live center, woodworm, forstner bit
recess.
Turning the Bottom. Form, proportions, profile, transitions.
Turning the Top.

Face off, thickness, mouth, rim, transitions, framing, embellishments.

Finishing the Bottom.
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